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or anything else. We must think about man, and an
individual man•.. ". His rejection of the class war
as a basic theme is founded on the twin arguments
that it is in many respects tied to a historical exper
ience which is not Tanzania's and that, in any event,
it makes socialisITl dependent upon capitalism in a ITlost
unsatisfactory ITlanner and forces indefinite continuation
of discrimination against individual men.

On this sixth anniversary of the beginning of the
Angolan struggle for independence, the Portu
guese again officially deny the "winds of change"
experienced by the rest of Africa and threatening
in A.ngola. Whether the Portuguese are slipping
back into self-delusion or are merely presenting
the true state of affairs will be the basic question
in this assessment of recent events connected with
the Angolan independence movement.

However, there is very little of cloudy
platitudes or pious hopes that all will be well in Ujamaa, Before the February-March 1961 outbreaks of vio-
either as set out at Arusha or earlier. Uhuru na Kazi lence in Angola, most writers on African nationalism
(Freedom and Work) was never intended, as, nor indeed shared the Portuguese conviction that nationalism
was it generally understood as, an idle slogan. had not seriously penetrated Portugal's "Overseas

Province". Indeed, most Portuguese believed nation-
"Everybody wants development; but not everybody alism would never come. This conviction had diff-
understands and accepts the basic requirements for erent roots: the non-Portuguese attributed the ab-
development. Th'e biggest .•• is hard work ••• the sence of nationalism to the "efficiency" of Portu-
secopd, is the use of intelligence. Unintelligent hard guese suppression, while the Portuguese them-
work would not bring the same good re suIts · · • selves interpreted it as a sign of their successful
The p·urpose of society is man; but in order to serve "assimilation" policies. Clearly, the Portuguese
man there must be a social organization which is were being deluded by their .own rhetoric. Their
conducive to the greater production of things ••• it may faulty perception of A.ngola was one which they
well be a function of society to organize and sustain chose and were encouraged to have - A.ngola was a
efficient economic organization and production colony in which the benevolent ideals of a civilising,
technique s even when they are in thernselve s unpleasant humanitarian Portugal were so effectively infused
or restrictive. For production is iITlportant .•• but not that the metropole had nothing to fear from the Af
the purpose of society. When the deITlands of 'efficiency' rican nationalism which had in fact already reached
and 'production' override man's need for a full and good its very borders. James Duffy in "Portugal in A.f-
life then society is no longer serving ITlan; it is rica" put it this way: They believed, because a
using him~' white man could reportedly travel alone and unharm

ed throughout Angola, that Portugal's mission in Af
rica had succeeded. They believed that paternalism
was an acceptable alternative to freedom. They be
lieved, because a few thousand Africans had become
Portuguese citizens and the colonies themselves were
called overseas provinces, that Portugal had found the
the answer to African nationalism.

Few political leaders are more aware than
Mwalirnu Nyerere that the most difficult and dangerous
choices are not those between the clearly good and the
clearly evil but those between one good and another when
the road to one goal hampers the attainITlent of others.
Tanzania and its president place high proirity on rapid
development and on equality, on individual freedoITl and

efficiency. Tanzania's leaders are well aware that not The capacity of the Portuguese for self-delusion is
only are there limits on the rate at which progress -illustrated by the statement of a Portuguese admin-
can be made toward these goals but that they mu~t be .istrator two days before the first outbreak of vio-
considered in relation to each other because at tlIneS they lence in 1961. "The secrets of our success are that
are in partial conflict. The Arusha Decleration is not t:9 we have no c'olour bar ... we are the only people who
be seen as an arriving but as a setting forth - to quote understand Africans. 11 With the sudden attack on a
the President again 11 Change is the definition of Africa." Luanda police headquarters and prison during the

night of 4 February 1961, Portuguese illusions were
temporarily shattered. Angolan nationalism had

[To be continued abruptly arrived.



BA.CKGROUND
Between 1961 and 1966, violence occurred mostly in
the north western section of Angola, for reasons that
may be briefly net ed .

The major ethnic group in this area is the Bakongo,
numbering about half a million. Nationalist activity
among the Congolese Bakongo (population 1, gOD, 000)
has been traced back to the early twenties. As early
as 1948, they had formed a Bakongo tribal associa
tion called the "A.ssociation of the Bakongo People for
the Unification, Conservation and Propagation of the
Kikongo Language". By 1956 they had evolved into a
political party (ABAKO) and had become one of the
major groups fighting for Congolese independence.
Because the Congolese and the A.ngolan Bakongo have
always maintained a significant degree of contact, it
is not surprising that Angolan natim alism first took
root among the Angolan Bakongo.

Other significant factors contri buted to the A.ngolan
Bakongo's early identification with A.ngolan nation
alism: 1. The A.ngolan Bakongo are one of the most
highly educated groups in the co untry. 2. It is the
ethnic group which has had the greatest exposure
to non-Portuguese Protestant missionary activity.
3. The area which they inhabit contains many of the
largest plantations (primarily coffee), traditionally
worked by A.fricans ~hrough a type of slave labour
(" contract labour") system, for a description of
which see Basil Davidson's article in "A.ngola: a
symposium" .

NEW MILITARY FRONTS
As a result of the isolation of the fighting to the
north west, the Portuguese concentrated the bulk
of their troops in one area and effectively contained
the nationalists. This was especially true during
the tenure of Tshombe, who curtailed the activities
of nationalists operating out of the Congo.
Recently, however, the independence struggle has
seen the opening of three new fronts: in Cabinda ab
out a year and a half ago and along the Katanga and
Zambian borders within the past six months. For
the first time, therefore, the Portuguese must dis
perse their 50, 000 troops in Angola. One nationalist
group ("Movimento Popular de Libertacao de A.ngola-"
MPLA) once claimed control over most of Cabinda 
a gross exaggeration In October 1966, the MPLA
asserted that its guerrillas had destroyed one of the
biggest Portuguese barracks in Cabinda, in addition
to killing 175 Portuguese soldiers in Angola during
the same month.

Reports from Katanga border are most incomplete.
The Portuguese defence Minister, General Gomes
de Araujo, stated in August 1966 that Portugal was
facing a second front along the Katanga border. This
past Christmas, a nationalist group operating out of
Katanga launched a surprise attack on Vila Teixaier
de Sousa, an Angolan station on the Benguela railway.
"Because of border fighting and deteriorating rela
tions'" Portugal announced in mid-December that she
was closing the border between Angola and Congo.:..Kin-.
shasa.
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Violence along the Zambian border erupted early
last summer. The "Financial Times" (London 6-7 -66)
reported that "the past two months have apparently
seen a considerable increase in guerrilla activities"
in Angola with "particularly heavy" fighting near the
Zambian-Angolan border and in northernA.ngola.. A
report by the Zambian Ministry of Home Affairs
stated (8-6-66) that 1761 refugees had entered Zambia
from A.ngola in the previous two weeks after "distur
bances" in A.ngola. The nationalists appear to be
operating with at least the tacit support of the Zambian
Government.

One potential problem along this border, the integra
tion of the refugees into Zambia, is reminiscent of
what has been occurring in the Congo and deserves
future attention. As stated above, the Bakongo
tribe inhabits both sides of the A.ngola-Congo border
which facilitates easy· absorption of the newly arriv
ing refugees into the daily life of the Congo.. However,
as a result, the revolutionaries face a loss of many
potential supporters and actual combatants, and there
is a strong possibility of resentment over the job dis
placement of indigenous citizens by the A.ngolan immi
grants affecting government support. One report has
claimed that the Angolans are better businessmen than
the Congolese and are infiltrating a major part of the
area's retail trade. There is an analogous situation
along the Zambian border with the Luena tribe (called
Luvale in Zambia) who constitute most of the Angolan
refugees in Zambia, as well as the Balantas in Portu
guese Guinea and the Maconde and Nyanja in Mozam
bique. While most of the above would sugg'est that
nationalism is indeed a threat to Portuguese hegemony,
there exists another side to the story: 1. the divisions
among the nationalist groups and 2. the responses
made by the Portuguese.

THE NATIONALISTS

Less than one year after the Angolan rebellion began,
serious disputes broke out between the two major
nationalist groups: the MPLA. headed by Agostinho
Neto and the UPA. ("Uniao de Populacoes de Angola")
headed by Holden Roberto. It is widely believed that
one MPLA. patrol of 22 men was totally destroyed by
the UPA.. Similarly in February 1966 Roberto char
ged that two of his followers had been tortured and
killed by the MPLA. John Savimbi, in announcing to
the "Obeerver" (20 -7 -63) his resignation as Foreign
Minister of Roberto' s Angolan Revolutionary Govern
ment in Exile (GRAE - interchangeable with Roberto's
UPA), stated that the failure of the rebellion was not
so much due to the military successes of the Portu
guese as to the divisions within the nationalist move
ment.. During the succeeding years and into thepre
sent, the number of nationalist groups has increased
while the divisions among them have grown deeper.

The many attempts to unite these groups have all met
with failure (current unity move s at the Kinshasa OAU
summit have taken place since this article was writ-
ten - Editor, September 1967). They suffer tribal
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divisions (UPA is said to be a Bakongo mvvement),
policy on acceptance of Communist aid (MPLA. has
accepted it while Roberto still refuses). Whether or
not all of the allegations involved are true is less im
portant than that they are widely believed by the
opposing groups.
Some of the disputes among the revolutionary organ
izations are intra-group. On 20 June 1965 the Minister
of Armement in Roberto's GRAE" Alexander Taty,
announced in Kinshasa that he had overthrown Roberto
as head of GRAE. Taty proclaimed that his coup was
carried out in order to form a "National Unity" party
while levelling against Roberto a number of vitriolic
charges, including: "high treason, passivity, dishon
esty, incompetence, political assassinations, and
misappropriation of funds destined for the fight ag ....
ainst the Portuguese". Five days later a group of
Taty supporters - estimated from 50 to 100 attacked
the GRAE headquarters. They were driven off by
the Congolese police and Roberto remained as leader
of the Revolutionary Government in Exile.

In September 1966 an announcement of the merger of
the two main rivals (GRAE and MPLA.) was made in
Dar es Salaam. Whether the apparent intentions of
the two groups were serious was not clear and the
matter became further confused when MPLA. charged

on 16 September (Kinshasa) that GRAE had "arrested"
six MPLA men "in recent weeks with the help of Con
golese gendarmes". The charge was levelled by Luis
Azevedo, .a member of tIE steering committee of
MPLA, who further stated that if the men were not
freed, MPLA "would fight for their release with the
same violence as it. would against Portuguese authori
ties" ("A.frica Report" November 1966).

Hopes for unity were rekindled by a Cairo radio re
port that MPLA. and GRAE, at a meeting in Cairo on
15 October 1966 had agreed to the following: 1. to
cease all hostile propaganda against each other 2. to
establish a joint military «>mmittee, affiliated with
the Organization of A.frican Unity, to appraise the
situation in A.ngola and make recommendations on
aid to the nationalist struggle, and 3. to establish a
second joint committee under OAU auspices to pro
mote political and military cooperation between the
two liberation movements. Hope was short lived,
however, for GRA.E President Holden Roberto
promptly stated in Kinshasa that the GRA.E delega
tion in Cairo had not been authorised to conclude
such an agreement with the MPLA. and, theref ore,
it w mId be considered null ~d void by his organi
sation. ("Africa Report" December 1966) .

THE PORTUGUESE

Portugal, underdevaoped and overpopulated, with a
high rate of unemployment and extensive illiteracy
(between 35 and 400/0) had a per capita gross national
product of $201 in 1955 (as compared with Ghana's
$135 for the same year). One may easily appreciate
how these realities might induce Europe's poorest
nation to look outside its borders for solutions.

Angola, fourteen times larger than Portugal, with a

population density of only ten per square mile, is
potentially one of the wealthiest territories on the
African continent. The four major resources of the
Angolan economy are: oil, fishing, plantation far
ming (mainly coffee), and mining - especially

iron and diamonds. In 1962-3 Angola had a favoura
ble balance of trade of over $ 21 million. The first
half of 1~66 showed a favourable balance of $ 8, 520, 000.
These figures provide some insight into the importance
of A.ngola for Portugal.

Since the events of February-March 1961, the Portu
guese have indicated through emotional rhetoric and
by con crete economic and military commitments
their determination to retain Angola as one of the
" overseas provinces" .

Emotionally, the Portuguese have always felt them
selves uniquely suited to carry out a mission to
civilise and Christianise the A.frican. As Gilberto
Freyre has written: Curious is the contrast between
Nordic thrusts into tropical regions and Portuguese
thrusts. The latter almost always surpassed the
former in the capacity of multiplying themselves in
mestiso sons and in scattering rudiments of Portu
guese language and Christian religion: a sign of
their greater aptitude for fraternising with the
tropical people.

Premier Salazar, in a recent interview in "Le
Figaro" adds a third element to the Portuguese
mission - "the protectio n of Africa from Communism".
This latter 'mission appeals to the West, which may
explain the increasing frequency of references to the
"communist threat" in Africa found in official Portu
guese statements. The Portuguese "emotional"
commitment to A.ngola has always been sprinkled
with a heavy dose of paternalism as indicated in the

following excerpt from a speech delivered by Premier
Salazar marking the fifth anniversary of "the decision
to stay" . : We were well aware of the series of cir
cumstances and problems when terrorism broke out
in Angola. The anguished cries of the province ...
echoed in our ears. The voice of the blood, the
spirit of past generations, the force of history,
thrilled our Portuguese hearts and made a vehement
appeal to our minds as responsible rulers ... We see
that only the nation that embraces all its sons is
str ong enough in its economy and its mi ght to defend
them from hostile ambition; only the nation is sensi
tive enough to understand their feelings and lead
their ambitions along the best road.

Economically, Portugal has indicated its intention
to remain in Angola through recent financial and
human investments. At the turn of the century, ther-e
were only 9, 000 whites in Angola. In 1940 the number
had risen to 40, 000 and by 1950, though the increase
was substantial the number was still only 80, 000. to
day the figure stands at about 280, 000, illustrat ing
the present emphasis on re-settling Portuguese
nationals in the "overseas provinces". This increa ...



sed immigration has helped to relieve Portuguese
domestic unemployment, aided in the exploitation
of Angolan resources, and buttressed the defences in
Angola. T,he last few yea rs have witnessed a virtual ex
plosion of industrial development in Angola. The
1965-7 development plan called for a total invest-
ment of $1.8 billion - a tripling of previous invest
ments - giving priority to industrial development.
In 1965 alone, $ 34, 780, 000 was allocated for indus
trial equipment in A.ngola. The extent of Portuguese
needs plus the size of their financial and human in
vestments strongly indicate Portugal's determina-
tion to stay in Angola and maintain (in the words of
Salazar) their "heroic defensive effort".
Militarily, what measures has Portugal undertaken
in this "heroic effort"? The Portuguese response
to the initial terrorism of the nationalists was
immediate and severe. The maj or nationalist
attack occurred on 15 March 1961. It has been
variously estimated that they killed between 100
and 300 Portuguese during the first night and 1000
during the first year. Salazar dismissed the Army
and Overseas Ministers, the Defence Chief of Staff,
the Military Governor of Lisbon and, most import
antly, the Defence Minister, whose post Salazar
took over himself. He then placed all Portuguese
security and armed forces in a "state of preven 
tion", which included dispatching 3000 paratroopers
to Luanda followed by the shipping of 3400 more
troop reinforcements (5-5-61). By July the number
of troops sent from Portugal reached 15000; by
October, according to the Angolan Governor General
Deslandes, the figure had climbed to 20,000.

A United Nations report estimated the number of
Africans killed during the first three months of
fighting to be between 8000 and 30, 000. Many of
these deaths were the tragic result of widespread
napalm raids on entire villages. The Baptist
Missionary Society (London) issued a document
which listed "13 different kinds of brutalities by the
Portuguese" and warned of the "coming slaughter
for a possible 50, 000 Africans in reprisal measures" .
According to the same UN document, "pre-emptive
actions were applied to areas of A.ngola which had
not been affected and repression was carried iD
plaC'As where there had never been the slightest
attack against the European population". Civilian
voluntary groups (Corpos de Voluntarios) were
legally established by an order from the President
of the Council and the Overseas Minister. Accor
ding to the Overseas Minister, 50, 000 Portuguese
male civilians were organised under this program.
One report states that about 1500 Africans living in
the Luanda district were killed by white civilians in
May 1961 when the latter raided African homes loca
ted in the African section of the city and short
inhabitants without trial.

Portuguese retaliation measures were extremely
successful. By the middle of August 1961, the na
tionalists who had been attacking in groups up to
1000 to 2000 strong, were split up into small bands.
They were rarely attacking and were limiting their
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actions to sporadic ambushes. The extent of the
Portuguese military response was estimated at
$1.700.000 per week. Another indication of the
Portuguese" success" against the nationalists .can
be seen in the large numbers of A.ngolans who fled
across the border into the Congo. One Baptist
missionary, David Grenfell, who formerly worked
in Angola and presently operates a station for
A.ngolan refugees in the Southern Congo (Kibentele)
estirm. ted that 372. 000 Angolans had fled to the
Congo by June 1965 (most of them in the early
period of the fighting) .

In spite of such early Portuguese military successes
and the deep divisions within and among the nation
ali st groups, year after year the Portuguese have
felt a need to expand their military operations in
A.ngola. In 1966 Portugal spent $262.500.000 on
defence - 420/0 of the national budget. Recently the
Portuguse Finance Minister, Ulisses Cortes, disclo
sed that Portugal intends to increase spending sharp
ly this year in order to "fight terrorism in its Afri
can territories" .. It is estimated that the increase
will absorb 450/0 of the national budget, which will
be the largest amount of defence spending of any
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation country except
the United States.

These increases in spending have gone for mer e
than the maintenance of the50. 000 troops now in
Angola,.( as well as 30.000 in Mozambique and
20. 000 in Portuguese Guinea) . Portugal announ
ced the building of six navy corvettes worth $ 22. 3
million. France is building four submarines and
four frigates for Portugal on favourable credit
terms, in addition to the Alouette helicopters
which were sold to and are already being used by
Portugal in the Africa n operation. In exchange
for the use of a Portuguese base at Beja, Portugal
(Germany's first foreign milita!y base sinc~ Wo~ld
War 11) where German pilots wlll have a maJor
training centre, West Germany may sell Portugal
at least 60 modern jet fighters for tactical opera
tions in Africa.

France and Germany~ however, are not the only
NA.TO allies helping to supply the Portuguese with
military equipment. It appears that the CIA, in
cooperation with the United States Department of
State, sold seven B-26 bombers to Portugal for
use in Africa. Two alleged CIA agents, in the pro
cess of selling the Portuguese twenty B-26 bombers,
were arrested in Miami by members of the Trea
sury Department in September 1965 after delivering
only seven of the promised twenty planes'. J . R.
Hawke, an Englishman, stated as he stood trial
for munitions smuggling in Federal Court in.
Buffalo "I flew B-26 bombers to Portugal for use
in their African colonies, and the operation was
arranged through the State Department and the CIA"
(quoted by David Welsh, "Ramparts" December' 1966).
For some time, Brazilian troops have been rumoured
to be fighting for the :Bortuguese in Angola. Specu
latio n has increased with a recent Havana radio re-
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port of information from Lisbon claiming the pending
arrival of 4000 Brazilian troops in A,ngola.

Recently the Portuguese have begun to employ a new
strategy in their military operations: pursuit of the
nationalists across neighbouring borders into the Con
go (and of Mozambiquians into Tanzania). They claim
a legal "right of pursuit" - a precedent established by
the French in Algeria., who followed the FLN into
Tunisia. A Portuguese patrol of 100 soldiers recently
attacked the refugee village of Lomba., five km. inside
the Congolese border. It was announced that this was
part of the plans to seal off the border between the
Congo and Angola. A similar incident occurred in
Tanzania where. the Portuguese planted land mines in
the region of Mwara. The mines., intended for the
Angolans in the region., were detonated by unsuspec
ting Tanzanians. Four Tanzanians (including a 10 year
old boy) -were killed and 5 others wounded. If the
Port.uguese continue to follow this new policy., the com
plexIon of the war could be dramatically changed; i. e.

a serious curtailment of the activities of the n t' 1. aI~a-

Ists who flee across the borders after each attack. On
the other hand. a new dimension would be added to
the struggle if the Congo and Tanzania decide to
enter the fight-if for no other reason than to pro-
tect the sovereignty of their borders.

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of the dramatic successes of the natio
nalist forces in early 1961 (at one point they held
150/0 of the country)., the Portuguese today are in
control of the situation'and have been so since the
end of 1961. The nationalists have been reduced to
~ policy of sporadic attacks whose admitted purpose
IS to create a state of chaos. There is no longer an
att.empt to control any of the land gained on a given
raId. ·The potential success of this strategy has
been consistently offset by various internal disputes
among. and within the rival nationalist groups. Rather
than drive the Portuguese into a state of confusion,
the nationalists apparently have driven them into a

more recalcitrant position., which is being fortified
with ever-increasing arms and manpower.

Contrary to popular belief, the war has not
proved to be costly for the Portuguese in terms of
money or loss of lives. According to (~ortuguese)

official breakdowns, the Portuguese armed forces
only lost 526 men during the first five years of
fighting. While this figure is undoubtedly deflated
and ignores civilian casualties-Portuguese suze
rainty is certainly not threatened. Equally impor
tant is the large number of immigrants arriving each
year-approximately 10,000 per year. Tad Szulc,
of the "New York Times·", has suggested that "The
African war has proved something of an economic
blessing for metropolitan Portugal, although this
view is not voiced officially. '-I He further avers
that the war has aided the growth of Portuguese
industries through orders for military materials,
food and textiles. In addition, the remittances of
pay from the soldiers in Africa to their families at
home have injected new money into Portugal's
economy.

James Duffy has stated that "Barring cataclysmic
events, no reasonable progress is going tobe made
in Africa without the consent of Premier Antonio de
Oliveira Salazar" . Thus, the nationalists" most
realistic hopes hang on the thin thread of possible
internal changes resulting from the passing of Dr.
Salazar (who will be 78 in April). However., there
has been little, if any, indication among the Portu
guese opposition that they are desirous of effecting
any substantial changes in the "Overseas Territories'
The most noted of the opposition leaders was the late
General Humberto Delgado-the last official" opposi
tion candidate (1958) to face the Salzzar regime
whose campaign and later memoirs ("The Memoirs
of General Delgado") outlined a very mild plan for
reform of the overseas provinces-a type of federal
system comprising Portugal and all of the overseas
territories-which did not include independence.

Militarily and economically, Portugal has a
firmer hold on Angola than ever before. However, at
least one element of self-delusion which persists in
official Portuguese thinking is the expectation that:
"The time will come ... when international opinion
and a majority of Africans will accept, if not wel
come., Portuguese rule in Angola .... "


